Stoichiometry of lac repressor binding to nonspecific DNA: three different complexes form.
The stoichiometry of lac repressor binding to nonspecific DNA was investigated by three different techniques. Four molecules of the fluorescent probe 5,5'-bis(8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonate) [bis(ANS)] bind to each repressor subunit with an average dissociation constant of 20 microM. Nonspecific DNA displaces most of this bound bis(ANS), reducing the fluorescence. Titrations of repressor with nonspecific DNA monitored with high [bis(ANS)] (5-15 microM) had end points at 8 base pairs per repressor. Lower [bis(ANS)] (0.1-1 microM) resulted in end points at either 15 or 26 base pairs per repressor, depending on the ionic strength. These end points correspond to complexes containing approximately one, two, or four repressors per 28 base pairs. Boundary sedimentation velocity experiments with saturating amounts of repressor revealed that five repressors can bind to 28 base pairs. By monitoring the circular dichroism as DNA was added to repressor, the sequential appearance of complexes containing approximately four, two, and one repressors per 28 base pairs was observed. The inability of repressor cores or iodinated repressor to bind to complexes containing one or two repressors per 28 base pairs implies that all of the repressors directly contact the DNA in the complex containing four repressors per 28 base pairs. It is proposed that while two subunits of each repressor contact the DNA in complexes containing one or two repressors per 28 base pairs, only one subunit of each repressor contacts the DNA in the complex with four repressors per 28 base pairs. These results suggest a novel mechanism for the one-dimensional diffusion of repressor along DNA.